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Origin of protons accelerated by an intense laser and the dependence of their energy
on the plasma density
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We study the high-energy~1–4 MeV! proton production from a slab plasma irradiated by a ultrashort
high-power laser. In our 2.5-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations, ap-polarized laser beam of 1.6
31019 W/cm2, 300 fs, lL51.053mm, illuminates a slab plasma normally; the slab plasma consists of a
hydrogen plasma, and the target plasma thickness and the laser spot size are 2.5lL and 5lL , respectively. The
simulation results show that an emitted proton energy depends on the slab plasma density, and three kinds of
high-energy proton beams are generated at the target plasma surfaces: one kind of the proton beams is
produced at the laser-illuminated target surface and accelerated to the same laser-incident side. The second is
generated at the target surface opposite to the laser-illuminated target surface and is accelerated outward on the
same side. The third is generated at the laser-illuminated target surface and accelerated to the opposite side
while passing through the target plasma. The simulations also show a mechanism of proton accelerations. In an
overdense plasma, laser energy goes to energies of hot electrons and magnetic fields in part; the electrons
oscillate around the slab plasma so that a static electric field is generated and consequently protons are
extracted. The magnetic field generated in the slab plasma exists longer and heats up the plasma electrons to
sustain the static electric field even after the laser termination.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.026403 PACS number~s!: 52.38.2r, 41.75.2i, 96.50.Pw
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, interaction between high-intensity la
and matter has been studied actively. Especially, serie
experiments carried out at Lawrence Livermore Natio
Laboratory~LLNL ! @1#, University of Michigan@2# and Ru-
therford Appleton Laboratory@3# using an ultrahigh intensity
laser system are very interesting from a scientific and e
neering points of view. In the experiments, a thin film co
sisting of aluminum or CH polymer was irradiated with a
intense ultrashort pulse laser, and the generation of h
energy protons was observed. The proton energy rea
about 1–10 MeV. If such a high-energy-ion generation
established and its mechanism is clarified, new scien
world may be opened in the fields of ion sources for parti
accelerators, inertial confirement fusion applications, and
on @4–9#.

In this paper, we study the high-energy proton product
from slab hydrogen plasma irradiated by an ultrashort hi
power laser by 2.5-dimensional particle-in-cell~PIC! simu-
lations@10–14# in order to investigate the dependence of t
proton energy on a target slab plasma density, a mecha
of proton acceleration and origin of high-energy protons i
target. In the particle simulations carried out in this paper,
initial plasma densitynf is selected between the critical de
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sity nc and 10nc . A p-polarized laser beam of 1.6
31019 W/cm2, 300 fs, lL51.053mm, illuminates a slab
plasma normally; the slab plasma consists of a hydro
plasma and the target plasma thickness and the laser spo
are 2.5lL and 5lL , respectively.

The simulation results show a mechanism of proton
celerations clearly and will be discussed in detail in Sec.
During the laser illumination, electrons existing around t
laser-irradiated surface are accelerated violently. The gen
tion of energetic hot electrons causes a spatial charge s
ration on the irradiated target surface. Simultaneously, so
electrons pass through the target slab plasma and run a
into the vacuum from the target surface opposite to the la
irradiated surface. Then the electrons oscillate around
slab plasma and create the charge separation on both
target surfaces. The charge separation in the narrow sp
region results in a generation of strong electrostatic fi
~ESF! which reaches up to MV/mm @2#. Then, the generated
ESF accelerates the protons existing in the narrow region
the target surfaces@15,16#. By a series of the simulations,
is found that the proton energy emitted depends on the
plasma density and there is an optimal plasma density for
proton acceleration, and that the efficient and continuous
ergy transfer to the electrons is a crux to determine the fi
maximum energy of the accelerated protons, because
electrons cause the charge separation and sustain the s
ESF to accelerate the protons. In this connection, it is a
found that the excitation of the strong inner magnetic fie
inside the target is important for the continuous energy tra
fer to the electrons from the magnetic field, as well as
efficient energy deposition of the laser in the electrons.
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nf*nc , an excitation of a strong magnetic field inside t
target plasma is observed, in addition to the surface magn
field excited on the target surface due to the hot elect
generation. This inner magnetic field inside the plasma
excited by the electron flow traversing the slab plasma fr
the laser-illuminated surface to the other surface due to
ponderomotive force during the laser illumination. The a
plitude of the inner magnetic field reaches about 103 T. After
the laser illumination ends, the inner magnetic field bre
into small scale structures by a collision with the surfa
magnetic field on the target surface and heats the elect
continuously.

Furthermore, the simulation results show the origin of
high-energy protons generation. It was suggested that
protons are generated from hydrocarbons or vapors cont
nating a thin layer on the target surface@17–19#, and it was
observed that the energetic protons are generated from a
layer on the surfaces in the recent high-intensity ultrash
experiments@1–3#. In this paper, the simulation results als
show that the high-energy protons are generated at the
row layers on the two surfaces of the slab plasma: one is
laser-illuminated surface and the other is the surface oppo
to the laser-illuminated surface. While most of the proto
generated at the surfaces are accelerated outward, it is
reconfirmed that some energetic protons generated from
laser-illuminated surface are accelerated while pass
through the target and go out of the opposite side of
laser-incident side as suggested by previous works@2,4,20#.
Furthermore, in this work, it is found that this crossin
proton generation is accompanied by the excitation of
magnetic field in the inside of plasma, while passing throu
the plasma.

In Sec. II, we describe the computational model and
complete parameter set used in the 2.5-dimensional
simulations. In Sec. III, simulation results are presented
the dependence of the proton energy on the target pla
density is described. Then, a mechanism of proton acce
tion and the origin of the high-energy protons are also inv
tigated. In Sec. IV, a summary is presented.

II. SIMULATION MODEL

Figure 1 shows the schematic view of the simulati
model for the two-dimensional 3V„(X,Y),(vx ,vy ,vz)…-
electromagnetic PIC simulation. For simplicity, a uniformi
in thez direction is assumed in this paper. In the simulatio
all quantities depend on theX andY coordinates and on time

In the experiments@1–3#, it was found that the predomi
nant component of the high-energy ions emitted is prot
and the protons are generated at the thin layer on the ta
surface contaminated with a vapor and hydrocarbon, whi
thin film of aluminum or CH polymer is used as a target.
this paper, we employ a thin film consisting of a slab hyd
gen plasma for simplicity, so that we devote ourselves i
investigations of the dependence on the target density
the origin of these protons. The interaction between the la
and the hydrogen slab plasma is computed. The pla
thickness d f is 2.5lL . The simulations are carried ou
with the eight different slab plasma densities:nf
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5nc ,2nc ,3nc ,4nc ,8nc , and 10nc . Here, in the present pape
we uselL51.053mm. Thus,d f andnc are estimated to be
d f52.51mm and nc5(2p)2me /m0e2lL

251.01
31021 cm23, respectively. The plasma consists of the p
tons and electrons and the plasma charge is neutral initi
The electrons and protons are in the Maxwell distributio
with the temperaturesT50.1 keV at the initial time. The ion
mass used in the simulations is 1836me .

A plane p-polarized laser of a wavelengthlL

51.053mm illuminates a slab plasma normally. At the sta
of t50, the incident electromagnetic laser wave enters fr
the left boundary (x50), and the time development of th
electric fieldsEx , Ey and magnetic fieldBz are calculated
according to the Maxwell equation. The laser entering
computational domain has the Gaussian profile in both
transverse and longitudinal directions. The center of
Gaussian profile in the transverse direction isyc510lL and
the spot size isr spot55lL . The duration of the laser ist
5300 fs and the amplitude of the entering laser is de
mined so that the peak intensity is equal to 1
31019 W/cm2 in vacuum.

Initially 700 000 electron-proton pairs are loaded into t
computational domain. In the computations, the relativis
equation of motion of the protons and electrons, and
Maxwell equations are solved in the program se
consistently@10–12#. The Cartesian mesh system supp
mented with a uniform mesh width is used. The mesh wi
in the X and Y directions,Dx and Dy are set to be equa
Dx5Dy5D, whereD is determined for eachnf so that the
skin depth of the incident laserdskin is smaller enough than

FIG. 1. A schematic view of the 2.5-dimensional particle-in-c
simulation model. The computational domain is given byR
5$(x,y)u0,x,35lL,0,y,20lL%. At the initial time (t50), a
slab plasma is placed in 22lL<x<24.5lL with the densitynf and
the other computational region is in the vacuum. A pla
p-polarized laser illuminates a slab plasma normally. The las
illuminated side and another opposite side are indicated by ‘‘ba
ward’’ and ‘‘forward,’’ respectively. In this paper, the uniformity in
thez direction is assumed. The laser spot size isr spot55lL and the
laser has the Gaussian profile in both thex andy directions.
3-2
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ORIGIN OF PROTONS ACCELERATED BY AN INTENSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026403 ~2003!
the spatial mesh widthD. For example, in the case ofnf
54nc , the spatial grid widths in theX andY direction are set
to be D50.035lL(5Dx5Dy), while the skin depth is esti
mated asdskin>0.1lL . According to the mesh width, th
computational time intervalDt is determined by Dt
50.04D in each computation.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the numerical results are shown for
various densities of the target slab plasma, and we clarify
dependence of the high-energy proton generation on

FIG. 2. Time development of the charge distribution in thex
direction for nf52nc . The absolute charge densities averaged
the y direction overuy2ycu,r spot are presented, and solid curve
represent the electron charge density and dashed curves the p
charge density.

FIG. 3. Time development of the electrostatic field fornf

52nc . The x component of the electrostatic fieldEx
ESF is repre-

sented.
02640
e
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plasma densitynf . Hereafter, the laser-illuminated side an
the other opposite side are indicated by the ‘‘backward’’ a
‘‘forward’’ sides, respectively, in order to distinguish the tw
sides, as shown in Fig. 1.

A. Proton acceleration by the ESF

Right after the laser initiation, the strong field of the inc
dent laser accelerates a part of the electrons. These ene
electrons run away into the vacuum from both the sides
the target and the space charge separation appears on
the target surfaces. Figure 2 shows the distribution of
charge density in thex direction fornf52nc and the density
is averaged along they axis. The dashed and solid curve
represent the absolute charge density of the protonsurpu and
the electronsureu, respectively. In the figure,urpu and ureu
are plotted in a logarithmic scale, so that ragged profile
ureu appears at the low-density regions due to the finiten
of the number of used computational particles. The cha
separation causes the strong electrostatic field
;1 MV/mm around the plasma surface, and the protons
isting around the surfaces are accelerated. Figure 3 show
time evolution of thex component of ESF,Ex

ESF for nf

52nc Ex
ESF is estimated by solving the Poisson equati

n

ton

FIG. 4. The time evolution of the electrostatic fieldEx
ESF, av-

eraged in they direction overuy2ycu,r spot, for nf52nc . White
circles and dashed lines represent the trajectories of the most
getic protons in the backward and forward directions.
3-3
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“•EESF5(rp2re)/4p«0 at each computational time step.
is observed that the strong ESF is created by the ch
separation at the initial acceleration phase and the shee
the ESF propagate outward rapidly. Whennf52nc , the
maximum value of the amplitude ofEx

ESF reaches
0.644 MV/mm and 0.446 MV/mm for the forward and back
ward sides, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the time evolution of thex component of
ESF averaged in they axis for nf52nc . The white circles
and dashed lines represent the trajectory of the proton th
accelerated to the highest energy, and the dotted lines re
sent the initial position of the target plasma. The electrost
field propagates to the outward directions as time passes.
verified that the protons, existing on the target surface at
initial time, move together with theEx

ESF wave. Thus, the

FIG. 5. The maximum kinetic energy«p
max of the protons emit-

ted in the forward~black circles! and backward~white circles! di-
rections as a function of the initial plasma densitynf .
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protons are kept staying at the same phase of the propag
ESF wave and then accelerated effectively to the high
ergy. The energetic electrons, which are accelerated by
laser, escape from the slab plasma and exist beyond the
tons. This situation is similar to a relation between an ano
and a cathode in a high-power diode. Thus, the energ
electrons deposit their energy in the protons through the E
that is caused by the charge separation. Therefore, the
plitude of the ESF and the number of the electrons sustain
the charge separation are important factors for the effec
proton acceleration.

B. Dependence on the plasma density

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the resulting maxim
kinetic energy of the proton«p

max on the target densitynf .
«p

max depends on the initial slab plasma density clearly a
there is an optimal in the plasma density for the proton
celeration. In both the forward and backward directions,
maximum proton energy is observed atnf52nc . In the op-
timal density, the protons emitted to the forward and t
backward are accelerated to 3.73 MeV and 2.89 MeV,
spectively. The highest energy of the protons in the backw
direction is slightly smaller than that in the forward directio
in the most cases. The«p

max for nf5nc substantially dimin-
ishes in comparison to that fornf52nc . The detailed values
of «p

max and the maximum intensity of the proton beamI p
max

for each densitynf are shown in Table I.
Let us consider a reason why the highest proton ene

depends on the plasma densitynf and why there is the opti-
mal density. Figure 6 shows the maximum amplitudeEmax

ESF

of ESF observed on the target surfaces at 393 fs. As show
Fig. 6, the maximum amplitudeEmax

ESF in the backward seem
ward
the
um
TABLE I. The numerical results of the particle energy of the protons emitted in the forward and back
directions att5934 fs. «p

max and «p
avg are the maximum and averaged values of the kinetic energy of

protons, respectively, andsp
ene is the standard deviation of the proton energy. Furthermore, the maxim

intensity of the produced proton beamI p
max at t5884 fs is also shown.

Plasma density
nf ~units of nc)

Kinetic energy of protons
Maximum intensity
I p

max (1016 W/cm2)
Total protons emitted
(1020 protons/s/mm2)«p

max ~MeV! «p
avg ~MeV! sp

ene ~MeV!

Forward
1 2.74 0.232 0.286 7.18 3.40
2 3.73 0.425 0.409 22.4 10.1
3 2.92 0.273 0.288 18.4 7.92
4 2.05 0.160 0.182 14.3 5.66
8 0.519 0.0341 0.0388 2.88 2.79

10 0.370 0.0252 0.0272 2.49 2.64

Backward

1 2.23 0.226 0.270 6.29 3.37
2 2.89 0.474 0.401 15.5 6.39
3 2.23 0.348 0.308 12.0 5.04
4 1.63 0.200 0.215 8.67 3.56
8 0.582 0.0361 0.0556 2.77 2.26

10 0.534 0.0292 0.0477 2.47 2.45
3-4
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ORIGIN OF PROTONS ACCELERATED BY AN INTENSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026403 ~2003!
to be independent of the initial plasma density. Even in
forward direction,Emax

ESF decreases with increasingnf simply
and there is no optimal density. Why is there the optim
density for the maximum proton energy? To answer t
question, let us show the actual electrostatic field felt by
highest-energy protons. For a comparison betweenEx

ESF for
the optimal density 2nc and the others, Fig. 7 shows th
electrostatic fieldEx

ESF
„Xp(t)… ~solid curves! felt by the

highest-energetic proton in the forward direction.
The Ex

ESF at nf.2nc is smaller than that at the optima
densitynf52nc , the excitedEx

ESF is not sustained for a long
time and diminishes rapidly fornf5nc compared with that
for nf52nc . Thus, the energy gain of the proton from ES
d«p5*Ex(Xp)dXp , becomes smaller fornf5nc than that
for the optimal densitynf52nc . What does cause this dif
ference of ESF sustainment? In Fig. 7, the number of
heading electronsNe

out , which exist at the outer region be
yond the highest-energetic proton, is represented by da
curves. As shown in each figure in Fig. 7, the time devel
ment ofNe

out agrees well with the evolution ofEx
ESF

„Xp(t)…,
and this fact supports that the sufficient electron supply
crucial to keep theEx

ESF field. Figure 8 shows example elec
tron trajectories in thex direction fornf52nc . As shown in
Fig. 8, the electrons oscillate in the potential well of ES
with a high frequency. Then, only a part of the electrons
energetic enough to get over the potential well, can reach
outer region of the accelerating protons, and sustain ES
accelerate the high-energy protons. Therefore, the elec
energy is crucially important to sustain the ESF and de
mine the final energy of the protons accelerated.

Figure 9 shows time developments of energy compone
in the computational domain. In each figure, lines with wh
and black circles represent the total kinetic energy of
protons and the electrons, respectively. Solid and das
curves represent the total energy of the magnetic fi

**(1/2m0)Bz
2dxdy and the electric field ** 1

2 «0(Ex
2

1Ey
2)dxdy, respectively. In the cases ofnf5nc and nf

>10nc , the laser deposits its energy to the electrons o
during the laser illumination, and the electron energy d
not increase after the laser termination. On the other han
the cases ofnf52nc ,3nc ,4nc , the laser excites the electri

FIG. 6. The maximum amplitude of the ESFEmax
ESF observed on

the forward and backward surfaces at 393 fs.
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FIG. 7. The x component of electrostatic fieldEx
ESF

„Xp(t)…
~solid curves! felt by the most energetic proton in the forward d
rection and the number of the electronsNe

out
„Xp(t)… heading the

ESF ~dashed curves! as a function of the position of the mos
energetic protonXp(t). In the simulations, the uniformity in thez
direction is assumed andNe

out is estimated as the number of ele
trons per 1-mm thickness in thez direction.

FIG. 8. Trajectories of the electrons heading the protons in thx
direction for nf52nc . Some electrons move beyond the ESF p
tential well and contribute to create the expanding ESF wave. W
circles show the trajectories of the most-energetic protons.
shown in Fig. 4, the trajectories of the protons agree with the p
tions of the ESF waves.
3-5
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T. NAKAMURA AND S. KAWATA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026403 ~2003!
and magnetic fields and deposits its energy to the electric
magnetic fields, in addition to the electrons. In these ca
the electron energy increases by continuous energy tran
ences from the electric and magnetic fields to the electro
even after the termination of the laser illumination. At t
end of the computation, the total energy of the electro
becomes 4–6 times larger than ofnf5nc . This continuous
increase of the electron energy results in the sufficient sup
of the electrons energetic enough to get over the ESF po
tial well and sustainment of the strong ESF even after
laser illumination ends.

C. Energy storage by the excitation of the magnetic and
electric fields

In order to find a reason why the difference in the ene
storage by the magnetic and electric fields shown in Fig
the mechanism of the laser energy deposition and the e
tation of the electric and magnetic fields are investigated

Figure 10 shows the laser field att5394 fs. While the
incident laser stops and is reflected at the plasma surface

FIG. 9. Time development of the kinetic and field energies.
the simulations, the uniformity in thez direction is assumed and th
total energy of the electrons is the value per 1mm thickness in the
z direction. At;393 fs, the maximum intensity of the incident las
1.631019 W/cm2 is illuminated on the target surface with a las
pulse durationt5300 fs.
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the electromagnetic wave is cut off at the skin depthdskin for
nf>2nc , the laser penetrates the target plasma fornf5nc
due to the relativistic effect@21#. Therefore, it is expected
that whennf5nc , the electrons gain less energy from th
incident laser field. Figure 11 shows electron maps in
x-px phase space. The panels~a!, ~b!, and~c! show the elec-
tron maps at 295 fs, and the panels~d!, ~e!, and ~f! show
those at 393 fs. As shown in the panels~a! and ~d!, when
nf5nc , the incident laser accelerates the electrons in b
the backward and forward directions, and the distribution
modified in thex direction corresponding to the waveleng
of the incident laserlL . On the other hand, whennf
>2nc , the electron acceleration mechanism at the initial
celeration phase is quite different from that fornf5nc . The
panels~b! and ~e! in Fig. 11 show the electron maps fornf
52nc . In this case, the energy deposition to hot electro
due to the ponderomotive force is dominant, because
target plasma is overdense@22,23#. Then, the electrons exist
ing around the laser-illuminated surface are accelerate
the forward direction and the electrons move inside the ta
with the interval oflL/2 as shown in Fig. 11~e!. However,
for the higher densitynf*8nc shown in the panels~c! and
~f! in Fig. 11, it is observed that the electrons accelerated
the forward direction are scattered near the laser-illumina
surface.

Figure 12 shows thex component ofJavg, which is the
current density averaged in they direction around the laser
illuminated spotuy2ycu,r spot. As shown in Fig. 12~b!, a

FIG. 10. The laser illumination on a slab plasma. The magn
field Bz of the laser fields att5394 fs is represented for the initia
slab plasma densitiesnf5nc and 2nc . Except fornf5nc , the in-
cident laser is cut off near the surface of the slab plasma.

FIG. 11. The electron maps inx-px space fornf5nc , nf

52nc , andnf510nc .
3-6
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ORIGIN OF PROTONS ACCELERATED BY AN INTENSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026403 ~2003!
strong negative current in the target plasma due to the e
trons propagating toward the forward side is observed
nf52nc, 3nc , and 4nc , while there is no clear negativ
current piercing the target slab plasma fornf*8nc andnc .
The strong negative current propagating in the target tow
the forward direction creates an additional magnetic field
side the target plasma. Figure 13 shows the absolute valu
the magnetic fielduBz

avgu averaged in the time for one lase
period at 393 fs. For all the initial plasma densities, t
strong ‘‘surface’’ magnetic fields are excited on both the t
get surfaces due to the energetic electrons escaping from
target surfaces. In addition to the ‘‘surface’’ magnetic field
an additional strong magnetic field in the target plasma
excited due to the inner electron flux fornf52nc , 3nc , and
4nc as shown in Fig. 13~b!. This additional ‘‘inner’’ mag-
netic field has an opposite sign to the ‘‘surface’’ magne
field excited on the laser-illuminated surface@see Fig. 14~a!#.
The amplitude of the ‘‘inner’’ magnetic field reaches seve
kT as well as the ‘‘surface’’ magnetic fields whennf52nc .
This additional strong ‘‘inner’’ magnetic field also stores t

FIG. 12. Current densityJx(x) averaged in they direction over
uy2ycu,r spot at 494 fs for~a! nf5nc , ~b! 2nc , and~c! 10nc .

FIG. 13. Magnetic field excited for~a! nf5nc , ~b! 2nc , and~c!
10nc at t5393 fs. The absolute value of the magnetic field av
aged in the time for one laser period is shown.
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energy as the magnetic field energy. As shown in Fig. 14~a!,
the amplitude of the ‘‘inner’’ magnetic field increases ev
after ;393 fs, at which the maximum intensity of the inc
dent laser is illuminated on the target plasma, and the m
mum magnetic field 3.4 kT is observed at about 594 fs.
nf*8nc , the ‘‘inner’’ magnetic field is also excited. How
ever, the electron accelerated by the ponderomotive fo
around the backward surface is scattered strongly in the
get plasma as shown in Figs. 11~c! and 11~f!, and the ‘‘inner’’
magnetic field is split into many small pieces likewise. Thu
there is not a large scale structure of the ‘‘inner’’ magne
field as shown in Fig. 13~c!. Actually, for nf510nc , the
simulation result shows that the amplitude of the exci
inner magnetic field is one half of the ‘‘surface’’ magnet
field, that the excited ‘‘surface’’ magnetic field reaches t
maximum value 2.2 kT att5393 fs, and that the magneti
fields do not increase after the laser termination. The ad
tional energy storage by the excitation of the ‘‘inner’’ ma
netic field is considered to be one of the reason why the fi
energy fornf52nc increases drastically as shown in Fi
9~b!.

Next, let us investigate a mechanism of releasing
stored energy of the additional inner magnetic field. Figu
14~a! and 14~b! show the time development of the magne
and electric fields, which are averaged in the time for o
laser period, respectively, fornf52nc . Furthermore, the
time developments of the proton and electron density w

-

FIG. 14. Time development of~a! the magnetic fieldBz aver-
aged in the time for one laser period,~b! the electric fieldEx aver-
aged in the time for one laser period,~c! the proton density,~d! the
electron density, and~e! the electric temperatureTe for nf52nc .
Here, positionsX andY are normalized by the laser wavelengthlL .
The positions (a) and (b) indicated by arrows coincide with the
same positions shown in Fig. 15.
3-7
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nf52nc are shown in Figs. 14~c! and 14~d!, respectively. In
the previous simulation result presented in Ref.@20#, an ex-
citation of a bisolitary wave, which consists of the stro
electrostatic field and the charge separation, is observed
side the target surface. As shown in Fig. 14, it is also fou
that a pulse wave ofEx is excited and propagates with th
inner magnetic field to the forward direction. Att5594 fs,
the inner magnetic field reaches the forward surface
merges with the surface magnetic field excited on the
ward surface. Figure 15 shows the time development of
proton distributions inx-vx phase space fornf52nc . As
shown in Fig. 15, in addition to the protons emitted outwa
from each surface, some protons are generated near the
ward surface and propagate together with the electric fiel
the pulse wave propagating in the target plasma to the
ward surface. Here we call these protons the ‘‘lagged’’ p
tons. At aboutt5594 fs, these protons accelerated by t
pulse wave reach the opposite surface and run out. As sh
in Fig. 16, the electrons accompanied by the lagged pro
are pushed back to the target plasma from the forw
vacuum region, because of the negative charge. The pu
back electrons make a detour around the ‘‘merged’’ magn
field, which consists of the inner magnetic field and the s
face magnetic field excited on the forward surface. T
merged magnetic field interacts with the ‘‘pushed-bac
electrons as shown in Fig. 16 and is forced back to the ta
backward surface@see Fig. 14~a!#. Then, the merged mag
netic field also encounters the surface magnetic field exis

FIG. 15. Time development of the proton distribution inx-vx

phase space fornf52nc . Here,bx5vx /c. The positions (a) and
(b) indicated by arrows coincide with the same positions shown
Fig. 14. In addition to the protons emitted outward from each s
face, a group of the protons that are generated from the back
surface is accelerated to the forward surface, while moving in
the target plasma.
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FIG. 16. The particle fluxes of proton and electron at~a! t
5643 fs and~b! t5692 fs fornf52nc . Here, positionsX andY are
normalized by the laser wavelengthlL . For a comparison, the mag
netic field Bz

avg averaged in the time for one laser period is al
shown as contour plots in each panel.

FIG. 17. The velocityvx of the protons accelerated to the fo
ward side att5934 fs vs the initial position of the protonsXp(t
50) for ~a! nf5nc , ~b! nf52nc , ~c! nf54nc , ~d! nf510nc .
Here,bx is vx /c.
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ORIGIN OF PROTONS ACCELERATED BY AN INTENSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026403 ~2003!
near the backward surface. Because the surface mag
field has the opposite sign to the inner or merged magn
field, a fragmentation occurs and the magnetic field is s
into small pieces. This situation is similar to the magne
reconnection process or the tearing mode instability@24#,
which accelerates electrons and protons along the boun
between the magnetic fragments. Actually, as shown in F
14~e!, the electrons are heated around the backward surf
at which the magnetic fragmentations occur. Through t
process, the energy stored as the magnetic field is rele
and the electrons gain the energy. Thus, it seems that
excitation of the strong inner magnetic field is one of t
reason why the total energy of the electrons increases e
after the laser illumination ends as shown in Fig. 9~b!, and
why ESF is sustained well.

D. Origin of the protons

The dependence of the final velocityvx of the protons
accelerated to the forward side on the initial position
shown in Fig. 17. The vertical and horizontal axes of t
figure are the velocitybx5vx /c at t5934 fs and the initialx
positions of the protonsXp(t50), respectively. All proton
particles accelerating in the forward direction are plotted
the bx2Xp(t50) plane and the initial position of the targ
plasma is represented by the arrows in Fig. 17. As show
the figure, the highest-energetic proton exists just on the
face at the initial time and almost all the energetic proto
are generated from a thin layer on the target plasma surf
for all the densities. This tendency of the position of t
energetic protons agrees with the results of the experim
done by LLNL @1#. As shown in the above section, it is als
reconfirmed that the lagged protons, which are genera
from the backward surface of the target plasma, are acc
ated while passing through the target plasma and go ou
the forward side fornf52nc , 3nc , and 4nc @20#. Figure 18
shows the trajectories of the energetic proton fornf52nc .
As shown in Fig. 18, while the energetic protons are gen
ated from a quite thin layer at the target plasma surfac
there are other protons that are generated from the la
illuminated surface and accelerated in the forward directi
The protons pass through the target plasma and go out o
forward plasma surface into the vacuum. This proton beam
the lagged proton beam described in the preceding sec

FIG. 18. The trajectories of the protons in theX-t plane fornf

52nc . According to the kinetic energy of the each proton«p , the
trajectories are sorted into~a! «p>3 MeV, ~b! 2 MeV<«p

,3 MeV, and ~c! 1 MeV<«p,2 MeV. In each panel, dashe
lines represent the initial surface of the target plasma.
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and the acceleration of the lagged protons has been
shown in Fig. 15. The protons are accelerated by the p
deromotive force during the laser illumination, and then s
accelerated even after the laser-illumination termination
the electric field of the excited pulse wave, as shown in F
14. The generation of the lagged protons agrees with
previous results of the experiments and the simulat
@2,4,20#.

IV. SUMMARY

We studied the high-energy proton production from a s
plasma irradiated by a ultrashort high-power laser by
2.5-dimensional electromagnetic particle-in-cell simulatio
The simulation results show that the proton energy gener
depends on the plasma density, and there is an optimal
sity. When ap-polarized laser beam of 1.631019 W/cm2,
300 fs, lL51.053mm, illuminates the slab hydroge
plasma, the optimal is obtained at the plasma densitynf

52nc and the highest proton energy is 3.73 MeV in t
parameter set values employed in this paper. The depend
on the plasma density is explained by the energy deposi
from the laser to the electrons. It is reconfirmed that
electron acceleration sustained by the ponderomotive fo
takes an important role in the proton acceleration proces

For the overdense plasma, the incident laser is reflec
on the plasma surface. The electrons existing around
laser-illuminated surface are accelerated in the forward
rection violently by the ponderomotive force and the stro
current piercing the target plasma is caused. This mechan
is similar to that reported by Yuet al. for a low-density
plasma in front of a solid target@20#. In addition to the
mechanism, it is pointed out in our work that for the optim
case the strong current piercing the target plasma excites
strong magnetic field inside the target plasma, and that
energy storage as the excited inner magnetic field contrib
to the efficient proton acceleration.

Furthermore, Yuet al. @20# also pointed out that a bisoli
tary wave of the strong electrostatic field and the energ
protons has been observed. In this paper, it is found that
excited inner magnetic field propagates in the forward dir
tion in the target plasma. After the inner magnetic fie
reaches the opposite surface, the inner magnetic field t
back, and breaks into the small fragments and release
field energy to the electrons continuously even after the la
termination. In the future, the relation between the bisolita
wave and the inner magnetic field propagation should
studied further. For the parameter value set employed in
paper, this energy storage mechanism of the magnetic
takes an important role to accelerate proton acceleration
fectively as well as the efficient energy deposition of t
laser to the electrons.
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